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Abstract
South African government is been investing greatly on electricity infrastructure, due
to crisis that has plagued Eskom. Electricity demand in the country has outstripped
supply and Eskom did not think of expanding its capacity, thus the crisis of electricity
which has lead to load shedding. The paper aims to investigate whether electricity
causes economic development for period 1981 to 2013, economic development is a
goal that is been pursued by the country and thus the need to investigate whether
electricity crisis foreseen will negatively affect the country in reaching its
development. Many papers have been investigating the relationship between
electricity and economic growth, while avoiding economic development, the practical
importance of the study is that it will add to current knowledge since is mostly
conceived that economic growth and development is one in the same thing. The
study will help policy makers in making calculated decision when they utilise
government resources in electricity infrastructure as a component to improving
human lives. Key results found are electricity causes economic growth, while for
other variables education and healthcare there was no causation after utilisation of
Granger Causality test. Economic growth alone is not sufficient enough to achieve
economic development, since you need all the human index properties to be
positively affected.

JEL: Cl, 01, Q4
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.11ntroduction and Background of the Study
Is electricity infrastructure able to improve the living standards of South African
citizens? South Africa's energy is mostly produced from coal, with the country having
vast possessions of low coal (Kenny 2004). Sanesa (2004) reports that 45% of the
energy produced by the power utility Eskom's is consumed by mining and industry.
The government has been successful in providing people with electricity in rural
areas up from 21% to 49% from the period 1995 to 2001. Ner (2001) also reports
an increase of electricity access to urban areas of about 77% from 76°/o for the
same periods. Sanesa (2003) confirms that from 1996 to 2007 there has been an
increase in the number of people using electricity, with an increase of 70% from
58%. Davidson et al. (2003) suggest that electrification is only beneficial to the
Reconstruction Development Programme (RDP) targets, but it failed to reduce
poverty and made it difficult the fighting of economic development.
The Energy White Paper (1998) focuses on uplifting the inadequacy of energy to
rural areas and supplying health fuels. Eskom is under pressure from the
international world to reduce its carbon emissions, since the world is trying to off
sight the effects of global warming (Davidson et al .. 2003).This means Eskom should
look at alternatives in electricity production in order to cut emissions; however, this
would have a negative implication on the economy since new alternatives to energy
might costs more, and externalities could occur by increased operating costs to firms
which requires intensive energy supply. However, Harvey (2012) argues that Europe
managed to reduce its carbon dioxide emissions while it continued to grow its
economy.

Africa (2003) argues that electrification has led to increased demands

that will lead to peak on the grid, with residential sector contributing to 30% in peak
load.
World Business Council on Sustainable Development -WBCSD- (2006) reports lack of
electricity by 30% of the population has led to poor ventilation with the affected
population burning biomass for energy. Therefore the burning of biomass is leading
1

to serious health consequences for the households who do not have electricity; it
has also contributed to lack of access to information. The Department of Trade and
Industry -DTI- (2011) reports that South African Industrial Policy Plan failed to
contract unemployment and to stimulate economic growth for the 1994 to 2008
periods, when the country focused on economic recovery. The policy plan states
that it failed to reduce carbon dioxide emissions it intended to reduce.
Water is also a huge issue in South Africa, as electricity produced from coal must be
washed first and coal power stations also need to be cooled by water (Bjureby et al.,
2003). Therefore the use of coal to produce electricity utilise huge amount of water
and affect the climate. Greenpeace (2012) reports that 10 000 litters of water per
seconds is utilised everyday by Eskom in its power stations. Austin's (2003) study
concludes that renewal energy technology (RET) will increase jobs in the energy
sector. Therefore renewable energy will enhance economic growth in the country,
since there will be increased demands in consumption of renewable energy. Mcdaid
(2008) states that all

power stations in the country are being managed by Eskom,

which is also responsible for the transmission of electricity. Eskom has not built any
power plant in the 1980's and there have been backlogs of maintenance of plants
(Steyn, 2003). Electricity is one of the most important inputs in the sector of the
economy; it can contribute to job creation and economic growth.
Van der Waal and Slaber (2010) state South Africa have been able to attract
investors in sectors that utilise high electricity due to low electricity tariff in the
country. Thus the country has been able to lessen unemployment in the country
with industries contributing to community via social responsibility programme. With
increased economic activity in the country, more could be done by government to
improve standard of livings of its citizens. However, Reuters (2011) suggests low
electricity prices in the country resulted in government paying more to produce
electricity. Thus the consequences were experienced later with the power utility not
being able to supply for increased demanders of its product, and with electricity
capacity constraint to supply power (Altman et AI. 2004). The main factor of low

2

electricity prices was to increase the economy growth and the country received
growth of 5.6% in 2007 for its implementation of low prices (Van Heerden et al .. ).
The country has been mired by electricity black-out; Eskom is forced to increase its
tariff prices to build new power stations to meet demands of its output and this
resulted in key sectors in the economy having to close business (Van der Waal, 2009

& Slaber, 2010). Ferguson et al.. (2000) and Fedderke et al. (2006) report that
economic development and growth have been hampered by electricity supply that is
not meeting demands and that electricity interruptions have a negative impact on
productivity in economic activities. This shows that in order for economic
development to be achieved government needs to maintain a good supply of
electricity that is able to satisfy demands for electricity.
Ayodele (1990) claims to put Nigeria on economic course, there must be an
adequate supply of electricity. There reason for electrical problems in Nigeria is
because electricity sector is under-developed even though the country possess
abundant of energy sources such as thermal, hydro, solar an oil resource. Fewer
people have access to electricity; Pyke (2003) argues there is difference between
urban and rural settlements with rural having lesser access to electricity than urban
areas. Ayodele (2001) stresses electricity as a generator of wealth and enabler of
growth. There is correlation between human socio activities, electrical supply and
industries reports (Okonkwo, 2002). Industrial economist argues the level of
electricity production and consumptions tell if a country is developed (Ndebbio,
2006). Nigeria is not developed because it has low supply and consumption of
electricity, meaning the country should increase its s electrical supply and access to
citizens. Ekpo (2000) reports Nigeria is investing in electricity infrastructure. Ikpong's
(1976) study on electricity consumption in Nigeria reports a positive relationship
between electricity consumption and economic development.
Constitution (1996) informs government to provide electricity to everybody in the
nations regardless of settlement dispersion. It is within the rights of everyone to
have access to affordable energy, since energy adds improvement in the standard of
living. In order to adhere to the constitution, the government developed a White
3

Paper policy (1998) which states that emission which causes humans illness and
hampers the environment should be reduced, the result being a better living
standard. The objectives of the White Paper are:
•

Households, community and business should have access to affordable and
secure energy

•

Supply of energy should be competitive thus aiding economic development

•

Deviating from negative impact on human health by increasing access to
secure and safer energy to the citizens of the country,

Thus the constitution and White Paper policy go hand in hand to insure a better
living standard for people within and outside the country by reducing emissions,
when increasing access to electricity to humans being. The White Paper Energy
Policy (1998) strategises by linking energy sector with economic social development,
thus assuming or confirming that energy such as electricity are of pivot to better
living standards of human beings. The government aims to improve human living
standards by investing more on energy, thus eradicating previous methods that were
harming environment and human's beings, which are alternative to safer or secure
energy source.

Hong (2011) utilised Granger Causality, Error Correction Model, and Co-integration
to test the short-long term association between economic growth and energy
consumption. The results report long term equilibrium relationship between energy
and economic growth. In five countries the utilisation of electricity is of vital use to
economic growth;, however, for the three other countries electricity consumption is
was not necessary for economic growth (Squali, 2006). Zachariadis 's (2007) study
on Group 7 countries for 1906 to 2004 explored Granger Causality, Vectorautoregression (VAR), Error correction model and autoregressive distributed lag
(ARDL) on the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth and
reported different results for all countries. Eighteen developing countries results are
different from twenty developed countries, after utilisation of panel VAR approach
and multiple structural breaks in the relationship between energy utilisation and GDP
per capita (Lee & Chang, 2007). Many studies have reported on electricity and
4

economic

growth,

excluding

the

relationship

of

electricity

and

economic

development. Economic growth alone is not good, since every country aims to better
the living standards of its citizens. This study focuses on the impact of electricity on
economic development and extends knowledge on this topic. The paper aims to give
insight on whether accessibility of electricity is able to aid economic development or
not, thus policy makers in South Africa can have extensive knowledge when they
make policy concerning electricity and economic development.

1.2 Problem Statement
There is no existence of quantitative evidence on electricity impacts on economic
development, However, Meadows and Riley, (2003) argue that if there is existence
of studies on the topic electricity impacts on economic development those studies
lack reliable methodology. Developing countries are unable to grow their economy
and trade with the rest of the world due to poor infrastructure on their economy
(European Commission, 2010). Therefore, for the South African economy to attain
economic development, much needs to be put in building or repairing infrastructure
such as electricity in the country. The Millennium Development Goals (MDG) do not
account for infrastructure development as a priority, but without infrastructure most
of the MDGs will not be met (ILO, 2010). Thus there is a need to investigate
whether electricity infrastructure can add to economic development in the country.
Infrastructure drive will boost the economy of the country with short term
employment being created, better health care and improved standard of living in a
country. Euractiv (2010) states that Europe envisage improved living standard in all
regions of the world, as it has foreseen that infrastructure development reduces
unemployment and poverty in the world. Improved infrastructure in a country
attracts foreign direct investments and efficiency of business. Electricity in this case
will help in operating technological appliances in business and housing, rendering
increased productivity.
Infrastructure development is in place in order to maintain various economic
activities (Jimenez, 1995). Thus infrastructure leads to economic activities flowing
freely and with electricity, communications can be delivered and technological
5

capacities promoted in the workplace. Barros (1990) states that government
spending on infrastructures increases other productions inputs in the economy. The
study is carried in order to investigate whether electricity infrastructure in South
Africa can improve economic development in the country. Infrastructure is pivot,
since it is the one that is facilitating many of the economic activities in the country
and contributes to business productivity. South Africa failed to do enough to avoid
electricity crisis, with the government 1998 White Paper forecasting that there will
be power shortages in the years to come (DME, 1998). The country's electricity
demand has been growing rapidly, and nothing was done to increase supply of
power so that demand will not outstrip supply.
The State of South Africa's Economic Infrastructure report (2012) states that in 2007
the country faced electricity challenge with insufficient generation capacity with coal
power plants, with mining sectors in the country being attracted to export market in
order to increase profit and supplying fewer coal for domestic market. Theft is an
issue impacting on the country with steel structure being stolen, resulting in net
work failure and citizens not having access to electricity. Integrated Resource Plan
(IRP, 2010) aims to build new coal fired power stations, which have hazardous
environmental impact and might be harmful to human beings' health. The National
Planning Commission (2011) reports carbon dioxide as a serious problem in
electricity production, as carbon is a contributor to global warming. The country is
therefore looking at alternatives like renewable energy to lessen that impact on the
environment.

1.3 Research aims and objective
The aim of the paper is to investigate whether electricity infrastructure can promote
economic development in the South African economy.
The objectives of the study are to:
•

Investigate whether of electricity causes economic development.

•

Determine the relationship between electricity infrastructure and economic
development.
6

•

Make recommendations based on findings of the study

1.4 The hypothesis of the study
The study hypothesises on the impact of electricity infrastructure has on economic
development of the country.
Ho: Can electricity infrastructure promote economic development.
H1: Electricity infrastructure cannot promote economic development.

1.5 The rational and importance of the study
The importance of the study is to give light to policy makers of this country, on
whether electricity infrastructure should be prioritised or not. The reason being the
focus of the South African economy is on achieving higher economic development.
Thus reducing unemployment, income equality and improving standard of living on
the country. Huge investment is been made on electricity infrastructure in the
country, this study will assist in finding if electrical infrastructure indeed can cause
economic development to be realised in the country. If electricity does causes
economic development, more will need to be done in order to expand electrical
infrastructure in the country since South Africa is having a serious electricity crisis
and the country needs to meets Millennium Development Goals. However, if the
study proves otherwise policy makers should look elsewhere in order to improve the
standard of living in South African economy.

1.6 Limitation of the study
The difficulty with researching about this topic is all over the world many researchers
have taken research on whether electricity can cause economic growth while the
development part was not researched or fewer research have taken place, therefore
information regarding this topic is scarce. Thus the need for more study to be
conducted on this topic, since many people assume economic growth is associated
with economic development and sometimes it is but not all the time.

7

1.7 Research Methodology
Annual time's series data were utilised on this study, and the period of focus is from
1981 to 2013. Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and Phillips Perron test was used to
test stationary for variables electricity, economic growth, education, and healthcare.
Vector autoregression model, Co-integration test and Granger causality test were
used in order to investigate the causal relationship between variables.

1.8 Deployment of the study
Chapter one is mainly about the introduction, background and problem statement on
impact of electricity infrastructure on economic development. The chapter outlines
the aims and objectives of the study, and also the importance, limitation and
research methodology that is going to be employed on the study.
Chapter two is literature review which consists of two parts, firstly the theoretical
findings and secondly the empirical findings. Prominent theories on the impact of
government spending on electricity infrastructure will be reviewed and empirical
findings will verify whether theories due conform to empirical results of researchers
on this topic.
Chapter three is research methodology. This chapter focuses on econometrics
techniques that will be utilised on this study. The tests utilised are Augmented
Dickey Fuller, Granger Causality, Vector Autoregression Model and cointegration. All
of the mentioned tests will be discussed on this chapter.
Chapter four is data analysis, which is about interpretation of tests results. Eviews
will be utilised for tests.
Chapter five is concluding remarks and recommendation. It will also reports on the
impacts international trade has on economic growth.

8

Chapter 2 literature Review
2.1 Theoretical Finding
2.1.11ntroduction
The paper only focuses on four theories, which are discussed in full details. These
theories are fundamental to economic development and give emphasis to the stages
developing countries need to pass through in order for them to be developed
economies. The study will relate electricity infrastructure to theories on economic
development.
2.1.2 Rostow's Stages of Growth
Walter Rostow (1960) wrote a book on development called "The Stages of Economic
Growth" arguing within societies there are chronological steps of modernisation
which can be identified. He identified the five steps or stages of growth on this order
(1) traditional society, (2) preconditions for takeoff, (3) take-off, (4) Drive to
maturity and (5) age of high mass-consumption. This stages can be seen on the
below figure 1, which gives a clear knowledge of what this theory is all about.

Figure 1 Rostow model of development
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In the above graph (Figure 1), for an economy to reach development it must attain
a stage 5 which is high mass consumption. However to attain stage 5, it must go
through sequential steps firstly the traditional society, secondly the precondition to
take off, thirdly take off, fourthly drive to maturity and lastly the high mass
consumption stage. This is a process which takes time to complete, and the more
time a country spends on developing its economy, the greater the chance of it
achieving development as indicated on the graph. Below is a discussion of each
stage in a chronological order:

•

Traditional society
Focus is on agriculture, and the economy were characterised by limited
innovation. The economic growth is slow due to constrain in technology at
this stage. Firms invest less on capital accumulation also resulting in slow
growth and fundamental of this stage is emphasis on food production. Here
electricity access is absent as most people depend on biomass energy and
farms are not willing to invest on intensive electricity equipment.

•

Precondition for take-off
Emphasis is now being placed on economic growth with utilisation of
technology starting. With technology in the economy, the output starts to
increase

due to

externality

from

technology

increasing

productivity.

Government is making smaller investment in the economy and people see the
importance of electricity on the economy.

•

Take-off
Economic growth starts to be a condition for the economy, there must be a
rise in investment and capital formation in the economy. There is better
absorption rate of capital in the economy which has moved from agricultural
sector to manufacturing sector. There is an emergence of one leading
company in the manufacturing sector, and advanced technological capabilities
are the norm of factors of production in this stage. Expansion of business is
taking place in order for economies of scales to be achieved by firms. More
10

investment is been made to electricity infrastructure which is seen as pivotal
input in rising growth in economy.

•

Drive to maturity
Firms start to compete fairly, when other firms in the sectors catch up with
leading firms in sectors, by attaining technological techniques they did not
posses before. Portion of national income is invested, in order for economic
growth to be more than population growth. Imports have declined, since the
economy is now producing goods it used to import from rest of world. Other
businesses are now recognising the impact of electricity in the economy and
are now utilising electricity their business and personal life. Productivity starts
to grow and output increase.

•

Age of high mass consumption
The economy is moving from manufacturing to consumer durable goods and
point of pivot is that there is economic surplus e.g. social grants and more
goods offered in the economy. There is increased investment in the economy,
education and housing needs start to emerge for the population.

2.1.3 The Harrod-Domar Growth Model
Harrod-Damar model discusses level of saving and productivity of capital impacts on
economic growth. The model states that a country should save part of national
income in order to replace damaged capital stock. The Theory views investment as a
necessity to growth in the economy. The Harrod-Damar model was built
independently by Roy F. Harrod 1939 and Evsey Damar in 1949. The model was
built during a recession, which resulted in high unemployment and lower economic
growth in the periods of 1929 and 1930. This theory was built from the Keynes
discussion on why market fails to bring full employment.
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2.1.4 The Neoclassical Counterrevolution: Market Fundamentalism
Neoclassical Counter Revolution theory was brought to the world by the United
States, Canada and West Germany in the 1980s and these were conservative
government.

For

developed

countries,

this

theory

called

for

supply-side

macroeconomic policy, public enterprise to be privatised, while for developing
nations it called for freer markets, regulation of market in economy and dismantling
of public ownership. The main point of this theory is that underdevelopment is
caused by incorrect pricing policies leading to inadequate resource and developing
countries government intervening in the economy. Theory suggests government
intervention in the economy leads to slower economic activities; however, economic
growth can be stimulated by the eradication of government regulation, sanctioning
competitive free market to prosper; and privatising state owned entities and export
expansion. In case of developing countries, Counter Revolution dispute nations are
underdeveloped because of government intervention in the economy which results in
corruption, inefficiency, and short of economic incentives which infuse developing
nations economies. Underdevelopment is not because of the competency of
developed nations as the theory claims that for development to be realised a free
market system and laissez fair economics should be allowed as policy in developing
nations.
Neoclassical Counter Revolution consists of free market, public choice and market
friendly approach. Free market approach views market as being efficient on their
own and that government interventions are not needed, as government intervention
in the economy is counterproductive and distorts economic activities. The argument
is that the market will be able to attain equilibrium point without any intervention, as
labourers are able to fill demand for firms demanding employees and there is
competition in the market. Public choice theory states that government officials only
serve their own self-interest, and government cannot do anything correctly.
Necessary resources are being restricted, since politics are being exploited by
citizens to obtain special benefits. The Market friendly theory argues that
government has a role to play in the market in case of developing countries lacking
12

in infrastructure. Government can intervene to invest on public infrastructure to
better economic activities in the country. The problem in developing countries is
market failure which happens rapidly, thus the need for government to intervene in
the economy in order to coordinate investment, environmental outcome and to curb
market failure.
If Eskom is privatised, more firms could be able to enter the electricity sector and be
able to solve problems of market failure that have been the norms at Eskom.
Productivity will be improved and more access of electricity will be produced for
citizens, and private firms could make more investment in electricity sectors.

2.1.5 Structural Change and Pattern of Development
Structural change and pattern development argues that an underdeveloped
economy needs to go through a certain order of steps in order to replace traditional
agricultural sector with other sectors, in order to achieve higher economic growth.
Economy is transformed to permit new industries in the economy as saving and
investment are insufficient to increase economic growth but are necessary to boast
the economy. For the economy to be transformed into a modern economy from
traditional economic system, certain requirements need to be present in the
economy, these requirements are accumulation of capital and human. The economy
will need to invest in electricity and skilled individuals to maintain poor power
stations. In investing on electricity, higher economic growth will be attained as
business increases productivity. Academics and pragmatics analysts suggest that
development is being hampered by domestic and international constraints. Domestic
constraints are endowment of resource, governmental policies and size of population
which constrains growth, while for international the constraints to growth are
technology and engagement on world trade. The theory argues that developing
nations are lacking behind in development due to domestic and international
constraint. Famous structural change model is by Holis B Chenery formulated to
analyse a number of developing countries on patterns of development during postwar. This model identified features of development process. The process shifts from
agriculture to industrial sectors, accumulation of capital and human capital, as well
13

as change on consumer demand to manufacturing goods from agriculture. People
will migrate from farms to cities to achieve better living standards and better
employment. There will also be a decline in maternity rate in the economy as adults
concentrate more on improving their living standards than making more children.

2.1.6 Conclusion
One can conclude that economic growth could be achieved in different ways, as the
Harrod-domar models only views savings and investment as ways of achieving
development. On the other hand, Rostow's growth stage and Structural change and
pattern development argue that in order for development to be achieved a country
needs to go through certain stages in order to attain economic development.
However Neoclassical Counterrevolution: Market Fundamentalism states government
should not intervene in the economy in order for a country to obtain development,
as government intervention retards development process.

2.2 Electricity Infrastructure in South Africa
2.2.1 Introductions
All over the world infrastructure is been ranked as being of utmost concern of any
policies by government (Urban Land Institute & Ernst and Young, 2011). South
Africa is also a country that is concerned with infrastructure, as infrastructure is
pivotal to New Growth Path policy and government wants to stimulate infrastructure
(Department of Economic Development, 2010). In this subsection, the state of
electricity infrastructure in the country is looked at, renewable resources; firms
generating electricity, value chain of electricity and settlement electrification are
looked at.
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2.2.2 State of electricity Infrastructure in South Africa
Eskom is facing electricity transmission problems with steel structures been stolen.
All of the country transmission system is controlled by Eskom and in 2011 there was
more than 300 000 Kilometres of power lines. It is estimated that 40% of South
Africans consumers are provided with h 60% electricity by Eskom, while the last
40% is been sold by 184 licensed municipalities and private distributors serving 60%
of national consumers. Distributions problems are in municipalities where many
distributions networks are in poor conditions,

and are in dire need of rehabilitation

investment.
A key challenge negatively affecting generation, transmission, and distribution is
ageing

infrastructure government failed

to

maintain.

There

are

plans

to

decommission some old power plant by 2030, this puts pressure on South Africa due
to low margin reserve, and low margin reserve is likely to cause disruption of
electrical supply during evening peaks and cold winter periods. This is because
during this time electricity demand is high. Eskom has tried to avoid this situation by
refurbishing old power plants and building new power plants e.g. Kusile power plant,
Medupi power plant and Ingula pumped storage schemes.. Limited resources of
finance within Eskom is also a problem in building all required capacity on its own to
satisfy all demands of electricity in the country. Government of the country has
included Independent Power Producers (IPPs) in the electricity industry in order to
solve for limited finance resource of meeting demand of electricity, thus IPPs will be
able to increase capacity in the country.
Below are all of Eskom's power stations and the quantity of electricity they offer. The
figure also indicates types of stations in the country. The information for all of this
pie chart was issued by Generation Communication Department on February 2013.
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Figure 2: Quantity ofpower (MW) based load stations

Quantity of power ( MW)
Base load stations
Arnot Base load stations
11 Ouvha Base load stations

Hendrina Base load
stations
• Kendal Base load stations
Kriel Base load stations

This graph indicates the quantity of electricity produced by base load stations and all
the power stations names, from looks of things it looks as if Kendal base load station
is the one generating more electricity.
Figure 3: Quantity ofpower (MW) return to service

Quantity of power(MW)
Return to service
Camden Return to service
Grootvlei Return to
service
1

Komati Return to service

Figure three indicates stations that were mothballed in 1990, but are being
recommisioned in order to solve for electricity demand,. Camdem's return to service
ended on 31 March 2010 with the station being commercialised. Camdem stations
produces more electricity of all returned to services stations.
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Figure 4: Quantity ofpower (MW) peak demand stations

Quantity of power(MW)
Peak demand stations
11 Gariep

Peak demand
stations

11

Vanderkloof Peak demand
stations
Drakensberg Peak
demand stations
Palmiet Peak demand
stations

4%4%

Peak demand stations are suitable for supplying electricity during peak periods and
are able to guarantee that national transmission networks are stable, can regulate
system voltage too. Stations generating most for the country in this figure is Gariep
peak demand stations.

Figure 5: Quantity ofpower (MW) renewable energy
Only one stations Klipheuwel wind facility is producing renewable energy for the
country.

Quantity of power(MW)
Renewable energy
Kliphouwol wind facility
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Figure 6: Quantity ofpower (MW) new build

Quantity of power(MW)
New Build
1~%
Medupi New build

11 Kusile New build

lngula pumped storage
scheme New build
Sere wind facility New
build

Regarding new electricity infrastructure which will be built, two stations Medupi and
Kusile will produce highest electricity both measuring at 43% each. This will help to
meet demand of electricity in the country.
Figure 7: Quantity ofpower (MW) distribution

Quantity of power(MW)
Distribution
3%

First fall Distribution
Second falls Distribution

Colley Wobbles
Distribution
Ncora Distribution

The above are all hydro-electric power stations within Eastern Cape operating
division unit and are stabilising network distribution within the area.
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Figure 8: Quantity MW per type of stations

Quantity MW per type of stations
Base load stations

II Return to service stations

Peak demand stations

Renewable energy

New build

Distribution

0%

On the above most of the electricity is generated by base load stations followed by
the following stations in this order new build stations, peak demand stations and
return to service. (NOT CLEAR)While renewable energy and distribution are
producing nothing, they have not contributed to electricity supply in the country.

2.2.3 Sustainable energy
UNWED (1988) states that sustainable development is when current needs of people
are met without hampering those of future generation. Therefore the electricity
needs of present generation should not have negative consequences on future
generation. Sustainable development has been suggested as the way the world
should operate since the United Nations Conference on Human Environment in 1972.
In order to achieve sustainability, economic development, environmental protection
and social welfare should merge. DoE (2010) states that for safeguarding energy
needs of all citizens of the country, a strategic policy should be done to promote
consistent, low carbon and affordable supply of electricity. A coal power plant comes
with concerns which include people's health, air pollution, scarcity and contamination
of water (Schulz & Musana, 2012). Renewable technologies have been costeffective, with hydropower and geothermal technologies producing electricity which
is economical and biomass technology declining continuously.
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Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) is first planning energy document to give emphasis
to renewable energy in South Africa. The first IRP on 31 December 2009 and revised
IRP on 29 January 2010, planned by 2013 to produce 10 000 gigawatt-hour (GWH)
of renewable energy. This policy forecast to have 30% of renewable energy in the
country and 7.5% of electricity production in 2030. The plans are 'to build wind
programme from 2014- 2019, solar programme from 2016- 2019 and from 20202027 a renewable energy programme of additional 7.2 gigawatt (GW) consisting of
all renewable routes like wind, concentrated solar power (CSP), Solar photovaltaics
(PV), landfill and hydropower. DoE (2011a) reports that revised IRP 2010 asserts
renewable technology should supply 9% of total electricity in the year 2030,
utilisation of renewable is curbing carbon emissions, thus contributing to the country
aim of low-carbon development path. Mixture of grid connections increases
electricity supply, thus closing the gap of electrification which sees approximately
15% of the population (3.4 million household) without electricity (DoE, 2013a). DME
(2003) asserts from 2013 electricity should be generated from renewable sources
and 4% (1667 MV) of electricity demand should be met by renewable source of
energy. The objective of meeting this target is largely from utilisation of
hydroelectricity, solar water heater, biomass and landfill gas. DEAT (2007) declares
renewable energy as factor of reducing 34% of the country greenhouse gas
emissions by 2020 and 42% by 2025. NPC (2011) developed National Development
Plan (NDP) this plans envisions a sustainable South Africa, where there is reduction
in environmental degradation, carbon intensive energy, unemployment, poverty and
inequality. The NDP plans by 2030 to have achieved 5 million solar water heater,
standard vehicle emissions, zero emissions building, and withdrawal of ageing coal
power stations worth 11000 MV.

2.2.4 Firms Generating Electricity
Due to historical low cost which does not reflect prices, electricity infrastructure has
declined with under-investment in the sector and is Eskom failing to expand
generation of electricity and infrastructure distribution (DoE, 2013a). There has been
tariff increase in electricity prices, with averages of 28% in 2008 and 31% in 2009
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(DoE, 2013a), Eskom has a project worth R340 billion since 2005 to build new
electricity plants and this tariffs will help in reducing the costs of building new plant.
Steyn (2013) reports that in 2003 cabinet approved the participation of private
sectors in electricity industry and envisaged that 70% of power generation will be
produced by Eskom and 30% by Independent Power Producer (IPPs). Eskom is been
made dominant producer of electricity and on 5th September 2007 cabinet
announced Eskom as a nominated single buyer of power from private and public
producers. This ensured that state owned enterprises have an adequate generation
capacity available (Government Communication & Information System GCIS, 2007).
GCIS (2007) asserts that cabinet declared that Eskom will built all nuclear power
plant from 2007 - 2027and IPPs will only build approximately 50% of non-nuclear
plant in the country. Eskom dominance in electricity market has continued owing to
control of most capacity generation; however, there have been positive development
in the sector due to allowance of private firms in electricity generation (Pickering,
2010).

2.2.5 Value chain of electricity
2012 integrated report states Eskom as having full control of all its operations from
construction of power infrastructure, maintenance of power plant and selling of
electricity. In terms of construction, Eskom in 2005 invested R340 billion in electrical
sectors via power generation and transmission in order to meet growing electricity
demand. There has been construction of two coal power Kusile amd Medupi power
stations which are ranked third and fourth largest in the world respectively. On top
of this there is approximately R19 billion which has been set aside for refurbishing
and maintaining operating power plants. In trms of operation, three power plants
have been commissioned and 304 KM worth of 765 KV transmission line from
Western Cape to Free State is operating.
For Eskom to operate adequately it needs to secure sufficient coal, water, uranium,
sorbent and biomass of adequate quality, at minimum costs and at the right time.
There has been increment of coal by rail at Majuba and Camden. There is also an
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established rail line in Mpumalanga and it has resulted in improved flexibility. Eskom
goal is of becoming world class generating utility and to realise this it has to ensure
there is no interruptions due to unavailability of plants. There has been significance
improvement in reduction of coal related energy and the country is participating in
renewable energy.
Transmission is a component of getting electricity produced by Eskom and
transferring it to Eskom distributions networks and end customers. There are
operations of 28 995 KM transmission lines and 153 substations in South Africa and
transmissions assets availability have improved.

Numbers of fault lines have

declined per 100KM performance and Eskom is planning to connect IPPs to the grid,
thus strengthening networks. Eskom distribution from 1991 has connected 4.2
millions household to its distribution, thus electrifying homes in the country. Eskom
aims to connect a lot of peoples to its distributions networks with available funds ..
Eskom created a Group Customer Service in order to know what its customers thinks
of its offerings and thus feedback will help in improving the power utility services.
This has yielded positive results with customers successfully reducing electricity
when asked to in short period of time. This enables Eskom to be transparent and
accountable to all of its stakeholders.

2.2.6 Settlement being electrified
Cabinet on 26 June 2014 approved plans that by 2025 all households are to have
been electrified as part of the country support for Universal Electricity access. There
are about 3.3 millions household without electricity connections (DoE, 2013). Other
households are connected by paying neighbours to make use of extension cords to
enjoy electricity access. Government realised that poor people want to have access
to electricity, thus made plan to offer the poor electricity via National Electrification
Programme and implemented Free Basic Electricity (FBE) policy. This policy was
introduced in 2003.This was in order for communities to receive socio-economic
benefits, purpose of the policy is to allocate monthly 50Kwh of free electricity to the
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poor. However not all the poor are receiving free electricity, the reason being that
the distributors of electricity are not doing enough to roll out the programme.
Deputy Minister of Human Settlement honourable Zoe Kota-Fredricks on 7 March
2014 delivered a speech at the launch of Beaufort West electricity substation and
declared Beaufort West in Western Cape as a region DoE prioritised for its
electrification programme.

The Department of Energy identified farming and

communities in the region did not have access to electricity, it also pointed out that
farming activities were lacking behind due to modern technology requiring electricity
to operate. Eskom, DoE and Beaufort West municipality have been working together
to electrify Beaufort West especially this areas Kwandlenkosi, Rusden, Essopvile and
Murraysberg in the region.
Uranium mines or discovery of Uranium around Beaufort West has led to population
growth, thus impacting on electricity capacity in the region. Population growth
resulted in more investments needed to expand electricity infrastructure and access
to communities, therefore avoiding disruptions which might happen. DoE responded
to the needs of electricity in this community by investing R60 millions between
2009/10 and 2012/13 financial year in constructing substation, which was officially
opened on 7 March 2014. This effort by government will increase electrification in
the regions and DoE offered R16 millions to region municipality to connect new
household to the grid and build new infrastructure to connect farmers, farm schools
and farm workers without electricity access.
2.2.7 Conclusion
The government of the country is doing its optimum point to solve for problems of
electricity and electrify all households in the country. In terms of renewable energy
the government is focusing more on reducing greenhouse gases and maintains high
value chain in improving electricity access, quantity, quality etc.
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2.3 Empirical Review
2.3.1Introduction
The empirical part on chapter 2 focuses on the impact of electricity on economic
development, impact of electricity generation via coal, Department of Environmental
Affairs & Tourism South African Report, The relationship between energy and
economic development, and Millennium Development Goals on Energy and Economic
Development. The chapter gives more detailed discussion on findings on this topic of
impact of electricity on economic development by other researchers. The focal point
is the type of impact electricity will have on economic development.

2.3.2 Impacts of Electricity on Economic Development
Davidson's and Sokoma, (2002) view Southern Sub African as countries who are
going through major challenges with only 17% of populations having access to
electricity in urban areas, while only 5% in rural areas have electricity. Davidson and
Sokoma go as far as stating that economic development is less minimal in Southern
Sub African when comparing it to other developing countries that have more access
to electricity. Electricity access is playing a major part in improving life expectancy,
literacy rate, and child fertility rate

(World Bank, 2003). Human development is

increasing with every access of electricity households are exposed to, there reason
being learners can study at night, health care is improving with doctors being able to
utilise life saving machineries in the workplace. World Bank (2003) also emphasises
that mostly the poor citizens are deprived of electricity access, because of its
affordability.
South African government after 1994 elections introduced a White Paper in making
sure that the poor citizens of the country have access to electricity. The white
paper's main aim into electricity was to alleviate socials ills in the country, reason
being that hospitals, schools and households did not have access to electricity,
especially those in the black communities where majority who live there are poor
(DME, 1998). Therefore the Apartheid government segregations hampered economic
development of the black man, whose population is a majority in the country. The
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first democratic South African development policy was the Reconstruction and
Development Programme. This policy aimed at improving economic growth and
economic development in the country, the focus of this policy was to better the
service delivery to community with improved infrastructure of electricity, roads,
transport, water and health etc (ANC, 1996:6). The reason of infrastructure drive
was to increase jobs and country capital stock, also to attract foreign investors, thus
declining unemployment in the country.
National Development Plans (NDP) state that adequate electrification will end
hampering of economic activity and that about 95% of the population will have
access of electricity 20 years from now on. This development plans also include the
reduction of coal as a majority production of electricity with government planning to
utilise renewable energy resource such as electric vehicles, wind, solar and
hydroelectricity.

Climate change is a major challenge in the world, and NDP

addresses to reduce carbon emissions in South African economy. Therefore human
development realised that more needs to be done to reduce carbon emissions in the
country, thus improving the air quality and health of South African citizens.

2.3.3 Impacts of electricity generation via coal
South Africa is the fifth largest coal producer in the worlds, with the country
producing total of 67 Mt on 2009 (lEA, 2010). It's also with note that the country
use mostly coal in the productions of electricity, with coal seams near the surface,
therefore this benefits the mining owners who will incur less costs to mine coal
(Petrick Commission, 1975). Thus for Eskom to pivots coal as its source of electricity
production, the reason could be that it was cheaper to use coal than other methods
to produce electricity. Utilisations of coal have come with major socials ills such as
acid mine drainage, adds to current global warming issues. Me earthy & Pretorius,
(2009) indicates coal could exacerbate environmental damages, with economic
regions being affected by quality of water being affected in the process. Thus coal
could cause a serious health care crisis, which will end up having a negative impact
on economic development of the country.
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Eskom (2010 a) indicates for the 2009/2010 financial years that they have employed
36 547 employees on its productions. Thus electricity infrastructure has been able to
create jobs in the economy and with the country needing to meet White paper
policy, increased demands of expanding access of electricity to people have resulted
in coal mining needing to hire more people on its productions. Therefore the
economy of the country was stimulated by the White Paper policy of expanding
access to everyone who did not have electricity in their homes. The coal mining
sector accounted for 1.8% GDP for the 2009 periods (Stats S.A).
Legislative framework has been pivot in coal sectors, with government promoting
Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) in the sector. Therefore, black
ownership is also needed in this sector, thus addressing the economic background of
the previously disadvantaged citizens in the county. This policy led to slow growth
on investments on the sectors, with companies seeking to adhere to government
policies. The slow growth on investments hampers social responsibility programmes
that might have been implemented on domestic communities, since business are
now seeking black people to invest on their business. BBBEE act (2003) seeks to
have 40% of previously disadvantaged individuals (PDI) in managerial positions and
26% of coal mining ownership on the PDI hands. The National Planning Commission
(2007) states that the country wants to move to renewable energy source after
realising that carbon dioxide was the contributor to global warming. Global warming
is a serious problem which could result in living standards dropping in the country.
Me earthy and Pretorius, (2009) repors on the environmental studies that a further
enlargement of coal fields particularly in central basin will cause irreversible and
harmful environmental damage, scarce water resource of South Africa will be
polluted. Thus production of electricity in South Africa is the main causes of poor
health on citizens of the country and will contribute to less economic development as
life expectancy will rapidly decline due to people falling ill.
The South African economy is a huge producer of greenhouse gases, with the
country highly reliable on coal- intensive energy generation (Winkler & Zipplies,
2009a). This shows that the country's main input in electricity generation and how
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coal is playing a part in achieving higher economic growth and lower economic
development. The country should look at alternatives from coal in producing
electricity as is also affecting environment, more needs to be placed on improving
human's lives than reaching economic growth which could end up having health
implication to human beings.

2.3.4 The relationship between energy and economic development

Burnely, (1995) and Anderson (1975) confirm that lots of studies suggest economic
growth and energy consumptions are positively correlated. Citing electricity as
playing a pivotal role in production of goods (machinery which increases labour
productivity) and consumption of electricity is increased in the commercial site with
more people in need of it for survival, e.g. cook, cleaning and transportation. AsufaAdjaye and Yang (2000) state that there have been studies taking place on the
direction of causality between energy consumption and economic development, on
whether economic development causes energy consumption or is the other way
round. Causality of the relationship between the two variables (energy and economic
development) can have major policy repercussion on whether the country relies on
energy to realise economic development or not. Without energy such as electricity
there will be lesser economic activity taking place in the country. However it could
be when there is development in the country the domestic citizens will start to
consume energy after obtaining a better standard of living.

Cheng and Li (1997) report unidirectional relationship between energy and economic
development for the economy of Taiwan for 1954 to 1993 data period, thus there is
no relationship between the two, meaning energy such as electricity do not
contribute to economic development of Taiwan economy.

However Yang (2000)

reports different results for the same country that Cheng and Li have investigated
on, Yang for periods 1954 to 1997 reports a bi-directional relationship between
energy consumption and economic development. It means that both variables cause
each other; there government should look to policy that will aid the two variables in
order to attain better standards of livings. Rosenberg (1998) argues that developed
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countries have shown electricity as playing a key part in improving living standards
of their citizens, and that is not only a key input of industrial development but also
economic development. Clearly South Africa can learn from developed countries by
adopting strategies of this nature that have led to some countries being developed,
by increasing access to electricity.

ECA (2004) reports there is significant correlation between per capita electricity and
export diversification, also per capita production, thus electricity is playing a pivot
role in the economy. Chen et al. (2007) state electricity generation plays a pivot role
in economic activities of developing countries than for developed countries. The
reason for such statement could be of finding other energies that are better than
electricity and the need of electricity for these developing countries are no longer
necessitated. Mozumber and Marathe, (2007) argue the

results of constrained

economic activities in Bangladesh are due to poor electricity infrastructure, which is
not sufficient enough to meet everyone's self interest of consuming electricity. Thus
the dependence of humans on electricity is the result of such constrained in
economic activities, resulting in less work been done when there is no electricity and
hospitals falling to save life's because of power cuts. Jamil, (2010) reports
unidirectional causality between economic activity and electricity for the study of
Pakistan for the period 1960 to 2008 using annual data.

Jalil and Mahmud, (2009) suggest that environmental degradation will be witnessed
as more energy is been consumed. Thus demand for increase in energy supply will
not be adding to humans living better than before, since the generation of electricity
will give people lights but also damage communities environment. There increase in
electricity capacity results in more emissions of carbon dioxide, polluting there
environment and increase chances of illness to people. Hameed (2011) argues that
as more energy is been consumed, there will likely be a severe damage on the
environment and also the will be decline of economic development if government
fails to intervene when carbon dioxide is accepted in the goal of producing
electricity. Menyah and Rufael (2009) advice South Africa to reduce its emissions
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pollutants

by cutting down on energy consumptions, thus in order to solve for

pollutions harming our citizens life, more needs to be done. This point that electricity
generation is not a contributing factor for economic development, since it results in
declining human development index, due to pollutions it's associated with during its
production process. Islam et al. (2009) point out that in Malaysia a policy on
reducing energy consumptions was formulated, the aim of this policy was to
stimulate economic development and reduce energy consumption in the country, the
policy name is National Green Technology.

However many academics like Belke et al. (2009) and Francis et al. (2010) argue
that reductions of energy consumptions will lead to lesser economic growth in
countries, since most firms utilise machinery requiring electricity. Therefore a
government will need to assess what it places as its priority economic development
or economic growth. Cassim et al. (2004) report that developing countries are facing
a challenge of protecting the environments from pollutions and increasing
consumptions of energy,since energy consumptions have a negative effect on the
environments and on human's lives too. Ovieniuwo (2006) states that energy
efficiency is pivotal to a country's wealth and labour productivity, implying that
economic growth will be realised and this new found economic growth could be
utilised to fund economic development in the country. Government is focusing on
eradicating poverty, creating jobs, offering houses, sanitation and better health care,
this will be funded when the country have realised economic growth which will help
in improving humans lifestyle.

Breshin (2004) states that electricity is a stimulator of economic growth, while
Morimoto and Hope (2001) report a highly correlated relationship between energy
consumption and economic growth for Sri Lankans economy. More output in the
economy is being realised through access to electricity (Aiam, 2006) as people are
now able to consume more than before electricity was introduced. When economic
growth is increasing rapidly unemployment will decline; meaning more people are
working and can provide for their basic needs, thus economic development can be
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achieved with higher economic growth.

Thus this will result in people having

independence to provide for themselves human basic needs aspects than relying on
government to provide human basic needs to them.

lEG (2008) and Kooijam- Van Dijk (2008) claim that eradication or reduction of
poverty can happen through electrification, thus electricity improves the living
conditions of people. The World Bank (2010) however states there is little evidence
in existence on the impact of electricity on economic development. When it comes to
policy decisions more research needs to be carried on relationship between
electricity and economic development. Meadows and Riley (2003) question
methodologies which were employed on this topic of electricity and economic
development by other researchers: therefore, inaccurate information can be
reported on the topic, which could end up leading to devastating policy in there
economy undertaking this findings and prioritising it to their policy stance in their
respectful countries. lEA (2004) suggests that

electricity's impacts on economic

development is mostly presented in a simple correlation method and the results of
this correlation methods reports electricity as causing economic development. Thus
one test can prove with reliability that there is correlation between the two variables,
as papers which utilised this tests always stated that there is a correlation between
variables, even if there was no correlation.

Ozturk (2010) claims that application of ordinary least square yields unreliable
results and alternative econometrics techniques needs to be formulated when
researching the impact of electricity on economic development. Thus unreliable
reports will result in wrong policy being implemented and this comes after Ozturk
completed an extensive research review on hundreds of studies on wide range of
countries on this topic of electricity impacts on economic development.
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2.3.5

Millennium

Development

Goals

on

Energy

and

Economic

Development

ESMPA (2002a, p.2) states that the World Summit on Development (WSSD) in
Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (JPOI) called for international community to
work coherently in improving accessibility to reliable energy services. These will help
in meeting MDG, MDG aims to halve poverty in the world by year 2015 and
proclaims energy services availability or access is necessary to eliminate or decrease
poverty in the world. Thus WSSD views electricity as one of the inputs in causing
economic development in the world. Electricity is been positively associated with
educational opportunities, and better lifetime earnings by other studies (Fitzgerald et
al .. 1990), since experts on studies fields will relocate to areas where they can enjoy
access to electricity and better living standards. Thus areas which do not enjoy
access to electricity will not attract professionals to their vicinity, and lesser chances
of learners going to attain tertiary educations, since their communities cannot attract
educational experts.

Lack of electricity can cause declines on healthcare, with hospitals not being able to
refrigerate medicines, or utilising life saving electrical machines, thus decline in
population life expectancy will be lower with people dying due to poor healthcare in
the country. There are also possibilities of children focusing more on attaining
education, than seeking biomass after schools, and also parents spending more
times on helping children with homework's with increased chances to access and
availability of electricity on their home. The United Nation Economic Commission for
Africa (UNECA 2004) reports that inadequacy or improper energy infrastructures in
African countries is not enough for economic development, thus limitation on
electricity in the continents hampers people achieving a better living standards.
ESMAP (2002d)

studies on Philippines suggests improved electrification on rural

areas increased opportunities of children going to school, therefore educations
betters the chances of one being an entrepreneur or employed.
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Schults (1990) reports that electricity availability on all citizens in the country will
free girls to concentrate on school work, than engaging on activities of collecting
firewood. The other part of the situation is that women will have less part in the
economy, since they will spend large part of their time collecting firewood, foregoing
time to search for employment or starting a business enterprise. This results in less
participation by women in economic activity in order to maintain their children's
needs by doing house chores. Modern energy can better productivity of business as
reported by many case studies (Misana & Karlsson 2001) that electricity utilising
machineries have been improving workers proficiency and increasing outputs of
firms. The UNDP (2000,p.49) states that women health have been exposed to
danger when they are in the forest seeking traditional fuels use for homes, as they
might be cut on their hands when collecting woods and back injuries when they are
carrying heavy woods on their head. Therefore activities of this nature by women
diminish their life expectancy since they are exposed to hazardous environment in
the forest.

Indoor air pollution is causing a lot of premature births in developing countries
(Bruce et al., 2000).This occurs especially during winter where people heat up
firewood's or coal in closed houses to keep warm during the cold season. Van der
Klaauw and Wang, (2003) state that researchers from the World Bank report that
access to electricity as decreasing child mortality. The reason for such reports is that
with electricity hospitals can deliver birth even during the night and with advanced
technology needing electricity more could be done by nurses and doctors to reduce
child mortality. Electricity aids nurses and doctors' productivity since these
professionals work is now being enhanced by better machineries in providing
humans with adequate good healthcare. The UNDP (2004) states that modern
energy services are correlated with HDI (Human Development Index), and Sub
Saharan Africa there is little human development. Thus HDI is parameter used to
measure economic development of countries of the world and if electricity is
associated with HDI, then country must do more to increase capacity of electricity to
attain better living. WEA (2000) claims that the utilisation of firewood as a source of
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Menyah and Rufael (2009) reports that in order for South Africa to reduce pollution
output, the country must decrease energy consumption. Thus production of
electricity should be reduced and access to electricity by the nation should be limited
to certain individuals in the country. Islam et al. (2009) argue that Malaysian
government with its National Green Technology policy aims to reduce pollutions and
stimulate economic development at the same time, meaning alternative methods of
electricity can aid economic development than those methods which produce carbon
dioxide. Economic growth could be hampered by reduction of energy production
(Belke et al., 2011; Francis et al .. 2010). Most of the economic activities in the
country rely on electricity for productions, and thus a decline of electricity in the
country will result in loss of productivity, retrenchment and decline in investor
confidence in the country. With less products being produced, more money will
chase few products and products price rapidly increase. Poverty will be witnessed
and the nation will turn to biomass for source of energy and deforestation will be
witnessed, with people seeking wood in order to cook and bath. Squali (2006)
reports different results on different countries, which state electricity is essential for
other countries but not essential to some countries. Thus different countries values
electricity differently, with some placing it as of major importance but some sees it
as not being important on their daily lives.
Ighodaro's (2010) study reports that there is causality from electricity consumption
to economic growth, after utilising Johansen co-integration test on the data.
Ferguson et al.'s (2000) study concludes that there is strong correlation between
electricity and economic growth, the finding of Ferguson study on Sri Lanka for the
period 1971 to 1995 is 0.993. Taiwan electricity shortages will restrain economic
growth, this finding was found utilising Granger-Causality test (Yang, 2000). Yang
(2000) also states that electricity has a significant impact on GDP currently or in the
past. Thus electricity plays a pivotal role in the economy of Sri Lankans.
International Energy Agency lEA, (2006) reports energy driver as being GDP. Every
country wants higher GDP and thus lEA states that for countries to achieve
increased GDP they need to increase their access to electricity usage. Electricity is
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able to improve firm's productivity and incentives therefore the need of hiring extra
employees, who will utilise machineries which make use of electricity.
Electricity is stated as a source of energy which is able to improve countries socioeconomic conditions (Kanagawa & Nakata, 2008). Therefore governments should
prioritise accessibility of electricity to people and institutions in the country, in order
to better socio-economic conditions in the country, which leads to better living
standards. Charlise (2004) reports bidirectional causality between electricity
consumption and GDP on Malawi for 1970 to 1999 period utilising Co-integration
Granger technique. These findings mean electricity influences GDP and GDP also
influences electricity, thus the government can choose any variable between these
two in order to develop policies, which can improves economic development. WoldeRufael (2006) reports no causality between electricity consumption and GDP on the
study for Algeria. Kenya, South Africa and Sudan, Therefore less priority should be
placed on them to achieve the other variables, since electricity has no impact on
GDP and the same is true for GDP on electricity.
Agir and Kar (2010) after reviewing the relationship between electricity consumption
and economic development utilising cross- sectional regression analysis for 81
provinces in 2001 reported a positive relationship between electricity consumption
and economic development. Thus electricity is of pivot in springing economic
development and government will need to increase budgeted spending on
accessibility of electricity infrastructure in order to achieve economic development.
Erbayakal (2000) confirms that oil and electricity consumption as having an impact
on economic growth; the study used Bound test approach to arrive to this conclusion
for the period 1970 - 2003. There is a two way causal relationship between
electricity consumption and economic growth, therefore the two variables have an
effect on each other (Wolde- Rufael, 2006) and also suggests 17 African countries
are not subjected to co-integration including South Africa. Lee Chang (2007) studied
of 18 developing countries from 1971 to 2002 using panel of Vector Auto regression
(VARs) and GMM find GDP is causing electrification in developing countries.
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2.3.6 Pricing of electricity on the economy
South Africa has been able to attract foreign investors via low electricity prices in
electric intensive industry and this led to increased employment in the country (Van
der Waal, 2010 & Slabber, 2010:27). The externality of this nature is good since,
unemployment will decrease and government will be able to collect more income
taxation. With incentives the government do more social work by offering housing,
water, sanitation, free education, healthcare and grants from money they have
collected from tax payers. Van der Heerden et al.

(2003.3) report real price of

electricity in South Africa is lower with the intention of lower electricity prices being
to raise economic growth. However with lower prices of electricity, demand for the
energy grew and consequently Eskom could not be able to meet the increased
demand with all its capacity of supply. With Eskom needing to fund new plant to
produce electricity, they have looked at many alternatives to source the funding to
build new power plant, which include foreign loans and tariffs (charging higher price
for electricity) (Slabber, 2010; Vander Waal, 2009).
Fergusson et al .. ,(2000) and Fedderke et al. (2006) suggest that shortages of
electricity will constrain economic growth of South Africa and hampers the country
economic development. With population placing a lot of activity on electricity, its
shortages could result in lesser productivity, traffic jams via no robots working and
little information being received e.g. no access to cell phone or computers not
working. The higher price charged will results in some people not being able to
afford electricity, which in turn leading them to uses other sources of energy like
biomass to heat water and cooking. These methods increases the chance of people
catching life threatening disease and affecting people daily routines with woman and
children having to go to forest to seek firewood. This impacted the time children
spend on studying school work or woman searching for employment, because of
their needs to provide for their children.
Electricity consumption results in economic growth, a study on Nigeria and Pakistan
confirms that after utilisation of co-integration on the relationship between energy
and economic growth (Ageel Mohammad, 2001). Sanchis (2007) states that
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production of electricity aides firms to achieve increased output, placing an emphasis
on policy from government to focus on implementation on electricity. Therefore
electricity better the efficiency of firms to double output by increasing productivity
through machineries that reduce humans effort and increase output by producing
more than human's being alone were capable of achieving. Birol (2007) mentioned
that electricity demand rapidly increased and also is the economic growth. Therefore
electricity is able to fuel economic growth, since electricity is easing life on humans
by reducing hard labour on humans and improving the living standards of human
being. Shehiel Alam (2006) suggests the world economy is dependent on energy;
therefore electricity is a resource the world view as of most important, reason being
is the one that makes the world go round. Humans being relies more on electricity
than ever before to function on daily activities and shortages of electricity hinders
economic and humans activities.
2.3.7 Conclusion
There are different views and arguments on the impact of electricity on economic
development. Other researchers point electricity as being able to cause economic
development however some researcher's claims electricity is hazardous to economic
development. Researchers point at pollution on electricity production as harming the
environment and causing serious health problems to humans being. Studies carried
on this topic majority point there is causality between electricity and economic
growth, with the causality running from electricity to economic growth. Alternative
ways of producing electricity needs to be looked at, therefore there will not be
negative externality associated with electricity impacts on economic development.
The price of electricity is at most important as it can render part of the population
unable to consume the goods due to costs charged and people not having the
necessary resource to consume the goods. Electricity prices would have a serious
challenge to human being and would affect them but government of South Africa
have implemented Free Basic Electricity in order to counter for any effects electricity
costs could have in humans not being able to afford consumption of electricity.
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Chapter 3 Methodology
3.11ntroduction
Chapter three discusses all tests which were carried on chapter four. Main tests of
focus are stationary;

co-integration, Granger causality, Regression Analysis,

Diagnostics Stability Tests, Diagnostics Residuals tests and Vector Autoregression
Model all these tests will be dealt with extensively on this chapter.

Data Description
The study utilise annual secondary data for period 1980 to 2013, data was sourced
from South African Reserve Bank for all of the following variables electricity,
economic growth, education and healthcare.
Electricity is a secondary source of energy which is produced from coal, natural gas,
oil and nuclear etc. A flow of electrical power is electricity, is most frequent used
energy in the world, it is utilised in homes, business and hospital, people have come
to rely on it on daily life activities.
Economic growth is an increase or decline on GDP rate compared to previous year.
Economic growth is included in the model since is also a measure of economic
development. It increases or decrease activities in the economy, thus is a factor that
is affecting government income in the economy.
Education is defined as a process of developing knowledge, while knowledge is the
information which exits. In this paper education is taken from the aspect of highest
educational attainment by people in the country from primary to secondary. It is
incorporated in the model as is also a factor that affects economic development.
When a person has acquired education he or she is able to serve the society in a
good way, chip into the economy, find employment and live decently.
Healthcare is the capabilities of individuals or communities to deal with physical,
social and mental challenges. It aids people to lead a proper or better lifestyle where
one is not affected by sickness or social ills. Hospitalisation with proper measures to
deal with any of the mentioned challenges is adequate enough to improve human
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being lives. The variable is included in the model since is also a factor which affects
economic development.
A good linear regression model must consist of the following conditions of Classical
Linear Regression Model (CLRM):
•

Normally distributed are all errors term.

•

Constant variance is in error terms.

•

Zero mean of error term.

•

Error terms are not correlated.

•

No correlation error term and independent variables.

•

Independent variable has no perfect linear relationship with any of the
independent variable.

Model is specified correctly

3.2 Regression Model
Regression analysis studies the dependence of one variable, dependent variable on
one or more than one independent variables. The aim is to forecast the mean or
average value of independent variable. Francis Galton is the person who coined the
term regression. Regression analysis is utilised to find out which of the independent
variables have a relationship with dependent variables. This model is used to predict
the change in the dependant variable because of the influence an independent
variable has on it and the model can be utilised in two techniques either as linear
regression or ordinary least square.
Here is an example of a regression model:

yt = Bo +B1xitut
Where: yt- is the independent variable
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Bo- is the constant or y intercept
B1xi- is the dependent variable
._,~.t;:

- is the error term

The aim of the regression model is to achieve results for the unknown parameters.
Regression model that will be estimated on this study is:

3.3 Stationary
Why should time series be stationary? Stationary of time series is important because
when time series are non-stationary their behaviour is only taken into consideration
for that period only. Therefore time series data cannot be generalised to other time
periods as the series is applicable for that time period only. In a case of forecasting,
time series of non-stationary are of a lesser value to analysts and will result in
incorrect analysis or wrong decision being interpreted. A time series is set to be
stationary when its mean, variance and auto-covariance are constant and does not
matter at which point they are measured as the results will be the same. Such
conditions are classified as time invariant; they will fluctuate but always will return to
its original mean. While non-stationary is when there is variation or when mean,
variance and auto covariance are not constant over time. Unit root and Correlogram
are utilised to tests for stationary and will be discussed briefly in this subsection.
Diebold and Kilian (1990) states stationary testing is important for forecasting, since
it suggests how econometrics model should be built in order to have precise
forecasting. Non-stationary variables in a regression analysis will result in biased
results, since relationship can be established between variables when there is nonexistence of none. A correct term for such a situation is spurious regression; where
there is no relationship but regression analyses suggests there is one. If a series is
found to be non-stationary, there series will have to be transformed to stationary
either by differencing or detrending the variables. Detrending is when a trend is
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being removed from a series statistically and differencing is transformation of a
series to a new series.

Yt = PYt- 1 + Bt1 lpJ <. 1
Independent variable is Bt, while the assumption

lpJ <1 is Yt

is stationary.

3.3.1 Unit root tests
The unit root test tests whether a time series variables are non-stationary and
eliminates non-stationary by transforming variables to differencing or detrending.
Therefore it helps to eliminate problem of spurious regression, tests which are
utilised for testing for unit roots are Augmented Dickey Fuller and Philips Perron.
The null hypothesis of unit root test is: Does a variable have unit root meaning is a
variable non-stationary. The consequence of this test is concluding a variable has a
unit root via the low power (increased chances of accepting false null hypothesis) of
unit root test.

3.3.2 Augmented Dickey Fuller test
ADF is well known for having lower power and good size, it assumes there is
identically and independently distribution in error terms. Adjustment is being made
by ADF on Dickey Fuller test in order to take into consideration serial correlation
possibility in error terms by adding lagged difference terms of regressed. This is in
order to get rid of serial correlation residuals, power of a test is used to measure
capability of a test to detect stationary. When there is lack of power in tests then
test might fail in detecting whether time series is stationary. The tested ADF statistic
is compared to the critical values or significance of 1%, 5% and 10%, when it is
found ADF statistic is less than the critical significance the null hypothesis is rejected.
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3.3.3 Philips-Perron
It test null hypothesis that time series is integrated of order 1. The test answers the
issues data processed could have higher order autocorrelation than what is admitted
on test equation. Philips Perron tests also propose methods for serial correlation
correction in unit root testing. The test make sure serial correlation does not affect
asymptotic distribution of test statistics by modifying t-ratios. The test aims to take
action against process generating data against Yt could have autocorrelation than is
stated in the equation. Advantages of utilising Philips Perron test is its robustness to
heteroskedasticity and error terms, also user may not specify lag length when
testing. Thus this test rectifies any serial correlation and heteroskedasticty in
regression errors via amending the t-statistic.

3.4 Cointegration test
When there is a long run or equilibrium relationship between variables, they are said
to be cointegrated. Cointegration is when a common stochastic drift is been shared
by two or more time series. Methods for testing cointrgration are Johansen test and
Engle-Granger two step models. Johansen test permits for more than one
relationship cointegration than Engel-Granger. Whenever cointrgration is present it
allows a researcher to continue as if it variables are stationary, in order for
cointegration to occur variable need to be non-stationary to an degree that
nonstationary variable cancel each out. The paper will only focus on Johansen
cointegration test, Johansen cointegration test for three methods which are:
•

No cointegration relationship exists

•

At most the is one cointegration relationship

•

And there is at most two cointegration relationship

When none of this hypothesis is rejected the model could be suffering from spurious
regression.
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3.5 Granger Causality test

Granger causality determines whether one time series is good enough in forecasting
another time series and is a statistical hypothetical test. Clive Granger argued that
future values measurement statistical forecast by using past values of another time
series. Causality by Granger has two principles which are a cause have pivotal
information about future values effects and cause occurs before effects. Granger
causality can be applied in three situation which are:
•

In a granger causality were there are two variables and lags

•

More than two variables are included, since more than one variable influences
result

•

It can be also tested in the VAR

This equation can be specified (Mahdavi & Sohrabian, 1989) :
Equation 1:

ELECt=

a+

L•

L•

+

B1(ELECt)t- i

i=i

k=O

q

t'

q(HLTHt)t- k + e.t

Equation 2:

HLTHt

=0

+I

01(HLTHt)t-

1'

i-1

+I e

j(ELECt)t- j

+

et

j=1

Four different results can be obtained from the above equation which are:
i. Unidirectional granger causality from HLTHt to ELECt, thus healthcare
increase forecast to electricity utilisation. Which is
p

?1

I

k=O

E j =I= 0 and

I

Ej = 0

j=l
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ii. Unidirectional granger causality from ELIECTt to HLTHt, thus electricity
utilisation increase prediction to heathcare. Which is
P

n

I

E j ;;;;; 0 and

t=o

I

E j =t 0

j=l

iii. Bidirectional

causality thus

healthcare increase forecast to

electricity

utilisation. Which is
n

P

L

L

k=O

j=l

E j ::;:. 0 and

E j ::;:. 0

iv. No granger causality which is
p

~l

I

k=O

E j ;;;; 0 and

L

E j ;;;; 0

j=l

3.6 Vector Autoregression Model (VAR}
Vector Autoregression model is used to examine multivariate time series, it is pivot
in forecasting economic time series. The VAR is adept to data description and utilise
inference and examination of policy. Endogenous variables in VAR models are
clarified by past and lagged values of all endogenous variables. Christopher Sims
(1980) was the one who created VAR model, which is an individual variable model
were present variables can be explained by own lagged values. VAR can offer
realistic approach to data description, forecasting and policy analysis. VAR test is
pivotal since it reports on Granger-causality, forecast error variance decomposition
and impulse response test. These tests are more informative than VAR regression
coefficient, what makes this test important is that Granger Causality analyse if
lagged values of variable is able to forecast another variable, while impulse response
tracks down reaction of present and future values of each variable anytime there is
VAR errors on increase in current values.
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3.7 Diagnostic Stability tests
Model mis-specification can have consequences in regression analysis by having
unpleasant effects on sampling properties of estimators and tests. There are
implications on forecasts inferences which can result in wrong interpretation being
inferred to the population. The following subsection seeks to briefly discuss
diagnostic stability tests which will be utilised for testing on chapter four.

3.7.1 Ramsey Regression Error Specification (Reset test)
The test is utilised for testing model specification, the test was proposed by Ramsey
(1969). The purpose of the test is to detect omitted variables and wrong functional
form. Error in model specification will not affect OLS estimators, however if there is
inclusion of irrelevant variables and those variables correlate with one another they
might cause multicollinearity. Multicollinearity results in standard errors increasing
and t-tests become unreliable. When relevant variables are excluded, OLS
estimator's properties are being affected by specification errors, and when this
happens the OLS are biased and inconsistent. In the case of functional form, OLS
estimators are biased and inconsistent too.
The F statistic is
.
f(ri ( 0

-

(tssry- tssry2) /r
z) = -ts-sr_y_2_/(-0---z-)-

Tssry is the sum of squared residuals for any respective regression:
r is the number of restriction, o is observation number and z is the number of
estimsted parameters from unrestricted equation. Whenever the F-statistic is bigger
than critical F-value the null hypothesis is rejected, but if we cannot reject the null
hypothesis results is specification is linear and it passes Ramsey test.
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3.7.2 Chow Breakpoint test
The test checks whether there is equality in different data sets of coefficient in two
linear regressions. The test is also utilised to verify if autonomous variable have
varying impact on different populations subgroups. Assumptions of structural breaks
are sample parameters should be stable. Ramification of structural breaks are when
model is mis-specified the estimates are biased, model will be understated. In the
case of incorrect model, which results in erroneous hypothesis test, since regression
have larger variance residuals and leading to increase in standard errors.

3.7 .3 Cusum test
Cusum test is method utilised to detect change points, it was founded by Page in
1955. It was firstly used for quality control but later was used in time series analysis
due to time series data suffering from change in governmental policy, economic and
social event. Structural breaks occur when there are unexpected shifts on time
series, the consequences of such occurrence are they could be forecasting errors
and the model is unreliable. In detecting if there was no change in time series
probability distribution, the test is able to give the date when a change occurred in
time series.

3.8 Diagnostic Residuals
Diagnostic residuals are used to verify if observed data are consistent with mean
function and assumptions. Most fundamental postulation of linear model is expected
value of residuals which sum to zero and zero covariance population between any
residuals value. When the assumptions of linear models are violated least square
estimates are badly affected and might lead to data being misrepresented.

3.8.1 Histogram & Normality test
A model that is not normally distributed will lead to substantially inaccurate
statement, thus the need to test for histograms and normality on regression
analysis. Commonly used test for normality test is the Jargue-Bera test (JB) (1980
and 1987). Statistic of JB is a function of sekweness and kurtosis, this test is based
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on that skeweness and kurtosis are zero for normally distributions and thus the test
measure any deviation from normal distribution from this. The Jargue-Bera test is
rated greatly than any other normality test and because of this it will be utilised in
this paper. D'Agostino and Stephens (1988) suggest that goodness of fit test is
fundamental in statistical application to ordinary least square residuals of linear
regression. Normality helps in inference and judgement of outcomes that are found
and when there is error on the model, this could lead to wrong analysis. JB works
through comparisons of version sample of coefficient of excess skewness and
kurtosis coefficient. JB is based on this statistic

JB= Is 1 <K-JrJ
'\6
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In the above equation S and K represents skweness and kurtosis respectively while
N is the sample size. The null hypothesis of JB is there residuals are normally
distributed while the decision rule is the significant the JB null will be rejected. The
null hypothesis of this test is rejected when P-value is less than 5% or equates to it.

3.8.2 Heteroscedasticity test
Is violation of important classical liner regression model assumption, the assumption
is disturbance term appearing in population regression have same variance meaning
there is homoscedastic. However this has been violated as variance of each
disturbance term are not constant meaning heteroscedasticity. Heteroscedasticity
happens as a result of outlier's presence, outlier is when sampled observation is
different in relation to observed sample. Inclusion or exclusion of such sample can
affect regression analysis results particularly when there is small sample size. Other
factors which can cause heteroscedasticity are omission of relevant variables and
incorrect data transformation. Heteroscedasticity is not common in time series data,
reason being time series data is collected over period of time for the same
population. Heteroscedasticity can be detected by lot of tests but this study will only
focus on White General Heteroscedasticity test (known as white). The best test is
White since it has no reliability on normality assumption like Breusch-Pagan-Godfret
tests. Consequences of heteroscedasticity is Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimates
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are no longer efficient, thus OLS does not account for estimates with smallest
variance. Standard errors are biased, meaning test statistics and confidence intervals
are biased. Heteroskedasticity can be found in models which do not account for
deferent size of observation, it is common for heteroskedasticity to occur in cross
section data where there is huge variation in size between observation. Problem with
heteroskedasticity is that it leads to researchers work being disapprove because the
researcher might reject null hypothesis when the null should not be rejected. The
reason for such a situation is the t-statistic is larger than true value. This matter
occurs due to relationship between independent variable and error term. White test
verify different several types of heteroskedasticity all at once, instead of focusing on
specific observation. Heteroskedasticity can be treated by model redesigning so that
heteroskedasticity will not exists, or redesigning the model can be discarded by
treating heteroskedasticity with weighted least square or correcting t-statistic and
standard errors.

3.8.3 Serial Correlation
Serial correlation is when time series residuals from adjoining measurement are
dependent on one another. Serial correlation results through violation of regression
theory assumptions, which is error terms are not correlated. When there is presence
of serial correlation, test statistics and OLS standard errors are invalid. The causes of
serial correlation are specification bias, cobweb phenomenon, and estimates of OLS
being biased or inconsistent. . It is common problem to find autocorrelation in time
series regression, a missing independent variable from the model can cause
autocorrelation. The effects of a missing independent variable from the model can
bias the coefficient estimates of remaining variables, ols estimates are inefficient and
while ols estimates standard errors will be biased and inconsistent. autocorrelation
problem can be solved by trying to design the correct model from the start,
autocorrelation can be detected by looking at Durbin-Watson Statistic (DWS), DWS
ranges from 0-4, when the DWS is closer to 0 chances are there is first order
correlation. However when DWS is closer to 2 there is high chance of no
autocorrelation.

The null hypothesis of this test is there is no correlation,
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acceptance of the null hypothesis will only happen when t-statistic is greater than
probability value of 0.05.

3.9 Conclusion
All of the above tests were utilised for testing on data for this studies. Chapter four
will compile all the tests that have been discussed in this chapter. This chapter has
outlined the importance of testing our data thoroughly through variously data in
order to report satisfactory and that avoiding doing certain tests, the model could be
incorrectly specified and lead to wrong decisions being taken.
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Chapter 4 Data analysis
4.1 Introduction
Interpretation of results will be done on this chapter and so are descriptions of
variables utilised. Data for the tests was taken from the South African Reserve Bank
for periods 1981 to 2013.
Variables description:
Log_elec - electricity
Log_edu- education
Log_gdp- economic growth

Hlth- healthcare
Log_elec = c -/og_edu + log_gdp +log_hlth + et
4.2 Regression analysis
Figure 9 regression analysis
Dependent Variable: LOG_ELEC
Method: Least Squares
Date: 09/07/14 Time: 12:00
Sample: 1981 2013
Included observations: 33
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Pro b.

LOG_EDU
LOG_GDP
LOG_HLTH

-0.063152
1.579990
0.841947
-2.042841

0.141994
0.398715
0.143024
1.164547

-0.444752
3.962707
5.886755
-1.754194

0.6598
0.0004
0.0000
0.0900

c
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.993662
0.993006
0.105653
0.323714
29.47764
1515.444
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

10.82340
1.263335
-1.544100
-1.362705
-1.483066
0.766130

A high R-squared of 99.3% indicates that there is a strong relationship between
dependent and independent variables. Electricity has a negative relationship with
education, when electricity usage increase by 1% education declines by 0.6%, this
could be due to student or learners spending more times playing computer games
and watching television and thus paying less attention to school work. However a

so

positive relationship can be witnessed between electricity usage and economic
growth, as electricity increase by 1% there is a positive change of 1.5% change in
electricity. This is due to improved productivity, electricity is associated with and
thus firms generate more income than before when they have increased electricity
access. There is a positive relationship between electricity and healthcare, when
electricity increase by 1% a positive change in health care is witnessed by 8%.
Electricity access lead to more technological healthcare equipment been utilized to
improve people's health and medical practitioners been able to diagnose disease
earlier , thus ability to cure is improved. With all other variables remaining constant
there will be electricity consumption of about 2% as indicated by constant.

4.3 Stationary tests
Table 1: Augmented Dickey Fuller TEST
Model

Test equation

lag

T-Stat

Rejection Rule

Log_edu

intercept

8

-1.543781

Accept

null

hypothesis
Trend

& 8

-0.346841

intercept
none

Accept

null

hypothesis
2.194802

8

Accept

null

hypothesis
Lllog_edu

intercept

8

-3.367866**

Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

& 8

-3.733240**

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Reject

8

-1.659942*

Reject

null

hypothesis
Mlog_edu

intercept

8

-7.321168***
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Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

-5.792908***

& 8

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Reject

-7 .443273***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Log_Eiec

intercept

-5.252457***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

-3.028202

& 8

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Accept

2.163823

8

Accept

null

hypothesis
Lllog_Eiec

intercept

-3.359759**

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

-5.481880***

& 8

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Reject

-2.234306**

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Mlog_Eiec

Intercept

-14.45770***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

-14.59381 ***

& 8

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Reject

-13.85275***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Log_gdp

Intercept

-2.402663

8

Accept
hypothesis
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null

Trend

-3.606914**

& 8

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Reject

8

0.837733

Accept

null

hypothesis
L.\Log_gdp

Intercept

-5.214277***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

-5.125598***

& 8

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Reject

-5.216265***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
MLog_gdp

Intercept

-6.808504***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

-7 .138484***

& 8

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Reject

-6.937688***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Log_hlth

Intercept

-4.699139***

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

-4.699139

& 8

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

Accept

1.905424

8

Accept

null

hypothesis
L.\Log_hlth

Intercept

-3.066180**

8

Reject

null

hypothesis
Trend

-3.940574**

& 8
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Reject

null

hypothesis

intercept
none

-1.544509

8

Accept

null

hypothesis
Mlog_hlth

Intercept

8

-8.016133***

Reject

null

hypothesis s
Trend

& 8

-7.832423***

null

hypothesis

Intercept
none

Reject

8

-8.130983***

Reject

null

hypothesis

Log_edu null hypothesis is accepted at all critical significant level; the variable has a
unit root. Decision rule is when ADF statistic is less than the critical significant levels
of 1%, 5% and 10% the null hypothesis is reject, in this case ADF is greater thus we
accept the null hypothesis. Log_edu is first and second differenced, it reports I(1)
and I(2) respectively. Log_Eiec is also taken into consideration, at levels the
hypothesis is rejected at 1% critical significant and when it is been first and second
differenced it becomes stationary at all critical value.

Log_gdp at intercept null

hypothesis is accept of model non-stationary but at other equation trend and
intercept is stationary at two critical siginificant, however for none equation it
reports non-stationary.

When the variable is transformed from first and second

difference the variable become integrated of order 1 I(1) and I(2) at all critical
significant levels. Log_hlth indicates stationary at on intercept equation at all critical
levels. The following results indicates variables in the model are all stationary,
Stationary of time series is important because when time series are stationary their
behaviour is taken into consideration for more than period being tested. Therefore
time series data can be generalised to other time periods as the series is applicable
for not only that time period only. When stationary is found to exist econometrics
model have precise forecasting. Philips Perron concur the same result as the ADF, so
there is no need to write their analysis.
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Table 2: Philips Perron TEST
Model Series

Test Equation

Lag

Log_edu

intercept

NEWEY

T-stat

West -2.468670

bandwith
Trend

NEWEY

&intecept

bandwith

none

NEWEY

intercept

NEWEY

West -0.371145

NEWEY

&intecept

bandwith

none

NEWEY

West 5.644214

intercept

NEWEY

West -3.350387**

NEWEY

&intecept

bandwith

none

NEWEY

West -3.754012**

intercept

NEWEY

West -1.611511 *

NEWEY

&intecept

bandwith

none

NEWEY
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null

Reject

null

Reject

null

Reject

null

hypothesis
West -15.01283***

Reject

null

hypothesis
West -15.54360***

Reject

null

hypothesis
West -12.40151

Accept

null

hypothesis
West -5.019817***

Reject

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Accept

hypothesis

bandwith
Log_elec

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Accept

hypothesis

bandwith
Mlog_edu

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Accept
hypothesis

bandwith
illog_edu

Rejection Rule

West -3.372094*

Reject

null

hypothesis
West 6.779018

Accept

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Alog_elec

intercept

NEWEY

West -3.332420**

& NEWEY

intercept

bandwith

none

NEWEY

West -5.590581 ***

Intercept

NEWEY

West -1.085678

& NEWEY

intercept

bandwith

none

NEWEY

West -15.21433***

Intercept

NEWEY

West -15.87809***

& NEWEY

intercept

bandwith

none

NEWEY

West -13.25387***

Intercept

NEWEY

West -2.259547

& NEWEY

intercept

bandwith

none

NEWEY
bandwith
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null

Reject

null

Reject

null

Accept

null

hypothesis
West -2.766628

Accept

null

hypothesis
West 1.666013*

Reject

null

hypothesis
West -8.414505***

Reject

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Reject

hypothesis

bandwith
Alog_gdp

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Accept

hypothesis

bandwith
Log_gdp

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Reject
hypothesis

bandwith
Mlog_elec

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Reject

West -8.250 144***

Reject

null

hypothesis
West -5.780268***

Reject
hypothesis

null

Mlog_gdp

Intercept

NEWEY

West -19.48243***

& NEWEY

intercept

bandwith

none

NEWEY

West -19.06440***

Intercept

NEWEY

West -20.03481 ***

& NEWEY

intercept

bandwith

none

NEWEY

West -3.812020**

Intercept

NEWEY

West -0.396212

& NEWEY

intercept

band with

none

NEWEY

West 6.476118

Intercept

NEWEY

West -3.115648**

NEWEY

&intercept

bandwith

none

NEWEY
bandwith
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null

Accept

null

Accept

null

Reject

null

hypothesis
West -4.000634**

Reject

null

hypothesis
West -1.605501

Accept

null

hypothesis
West -11.86642***

Reject

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Reject

hypothesis

bandwith
Mlog_hlth

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Reject

hypothesis

bandwith
.b.Log_hlth

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Reject
hypothesis

bandwith
Log_hlth

null

hypothesis

bandwith
Trend

Reject

West -12.36649***

Reject

null

hypothesis
West -10.84288***

Reject
hypothesis

null

Philips Perron test confers same results as ADF, not need to interpret their results.
4.4 Residual and Stability diagnostic tests
Table 3 Summary of Residuals and Stability Diagnostic test

Test

Test

Ho

P-value

Conclusion

0.629225

Accept the null

statistics
Histogram

& Residuals

Normality test

=

are JB

normally

hypothesis and

0.926533

conclude

distributed

are

residuals
normally
distributed
Serial

No correlation

8.944589

0.0010

Reject the null
hypothesis and

Correlation

conclude model
from

suffer
serial
correlation
Ramsey
(RESET)

test Models has no 1.708763

0.0986

reject

Cannot

null

omitted

the

variables

hypothesis,
there

is

no

omitted
variables in the
model.
White

No

1.702732

0.1456

Accept the null
hypothesis that

heteroskedaticity

there

is

homoskedaticity
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on the model
Chow test

No

structural 3.590662

stability

0.0191

Reject

null

hypothesis and
conclude there
is
break

structural
on

the

model.

JB tests null hypothesis is accepted that residuals are normally distributed; this mean
the model will report substantially accurate statement. THE Thump of rule is when
p-value is greater than the 0.05%, the null hypothesis of the test is accepted,
greater than that is reject. The p-value of Serial correlation test is 0.0010, the null
hypothesis is rejected and state the model suffer from serial correlation, presence of
serial correlation leads to test statistics and OLS standard errors being invalid. It
violates the CLRM assumptions that error terms are not correlated, consequence is
ols estimates standard errors are biased and inconsistent. Turning to Ramsey Reset
test with p-value of 0.0986, the null hypothesis is not rejected since there is no
omission of variables in the model. Heteroskedasticity utilised from White test
reports p-value of 0.1456, thus null hypothesis is accept of no heteroskedasticity,
thus the model has constant variance and mean. Since there is homoskedasticity
this work will not be criticised because t-statistic is not larger than true value.
Attention is now on Chow test, with its null stating no structural stability, the p-value
of the test is 0.0191, thus the null hypothesis of the test is rejected and ramification
of structural breaks are when model is mis-specified the estimates are biased, model
will be understated.
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Figure 10 Cusum test
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Reject the null hypothesis of parameters are not stable and accept the alternative
hypothesis that the equation parameters are stable. From the graph (Figure 9)
above it could be seen that the Cusum test represented by the blue line falls under
the significance of 5%, meaning parameters are indeed stable.

4.5 Cointegration Test
Table 4: Johansen Cointegration test

Null hypothesis of this test is there is cointegration.

Null

Trace

Critical

Decisio

Max-

Critical

Decisio

Hypothesis

Statistic

Value

n rule

Eigen

Value

n Rule

27.5843

Reject

number

of s

Statistic

cointegratio
n
None

47.8561
73.29723

At most 1

29.7970
47.78379

At most 2*

3

29.62045

7

15.4947

Reject

Ho
Reject

Ho
Reject
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25.5134
4
18.1633
4

15.5936

4
21.1316
2

14.2646

Ho
Reject

Ho
Reject

At most 3*

1

Ho

3.84146

Reject

14.02677 6

Ho

8
14.0267
7

0

Ho

3.84146

Reject

6

Ho

The above table 4 shows there is no long run relationship or association between the
variables in the model. In rejecting the null hypothesis at critical value of 5% it
means there is no cointegration between all variables, it can be witnessed trace
statistics is greater than the critical value and the opposite is true for Max-Eigen
statistic.

4.6 Vector Autoregression (VAR)
Table 5: Vector Autoregression
Roots of Characteristic Polynomial
Endogenous variables: LOG_ELEC LOG_EDU
LOG_GDP LOG_HL TH
Exogenous variables: C
Lag specification: 1 2
Date: 09/24/14 Time: 11 :56
Modulus

Root
0.974734
0.881071- 0.294821i
0.881071 + 0.294821i
0.277252- 0.561230i
0.277252 + 0.561230i
0.117576- 0.469658i
0.117576 + 0.469658i
-0.225018

0.974734
0.929089
0.929089
0.625978
0.625978
0.484151
0.484151
0.225018

No root lies outside the unit circle.
VAR satisfies the stability condition.

The Roots of characteristics polynomial shows the VAR satisfies the stability
conditions, since the modulus values is less than 1.

Figure 11 Impulse Response •

One positive standard deviation (S.D) shock to electricity reacting to its own
(electricity) leads to positive association between variables.
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•

If there is a positive S.D shock to economic growth, there will be an increase
to electricity for the next two years but for the upcoming eight years there
will be a decline of electricity.

•

A positive S.D shock to healthcare, results in increase of three years to
electricity, but from the upcoming four to eight years there will be a negative
association between the two variables. However for the next two years after
negative association a positive relationship will be witnessed.

•

When there is negative S.D shock to education, there will be a decrease in
electricity for the next two years, but on the next coming eight years there
will be a positive association between variables as electricity increase.
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Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations
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One positive S.D shock to electricity will result in five years increase on

upcoming five years.
If there is a positive S.D shock to economic growth, there will be positive
relationship for the next two years on economic growth and economic growth.
Afterwards a negative association is witnessed from three years to five years,
and then a positive relationship is witnessed from period six to eight years.
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However a decline will occur again for the last two years to reach the tenth
year, thus a negative association for last two years.
•

When there is negative S.D shock to healthcare, economic growth will decline
up to nine years, on year ten only can a positive association be seen.

•

A positive S.D shock on education can be witnessed from year one to year
three as economic growth increases, however on year four only a negative
association is reported as economic growth declines. On the last six years
only positive association can be witnessed.

•

If there is negative S.D shock on electricity, there will be a negative
relationship between electricity and healthcare for first three years, but for
the next seven years only positive relationship can be seen.

•

If negative S.D shock occurs to economic growth, result will be negative
association for the next first three years of the ten year period. However for
the last of seven years of the period a positive association will be realized.

•

When there is positive S.D shock to healthcare, there will be positive
association on healthcare to healthcare for next ten years.

•

If there is positive S.D shock to education, there is positive relationship
between education and healthcare for next ten years.

•

Negative S.D shock on electricity will have negative association with education
from year one until year eight; only on last two years of the period will a
positive relationship emerge.

•

If there is a negative S.D shock on economic growth, there will be a decline
on education and economic growth association from year one until year four.
From year five onwards a positive association will be seen.

•

When there is negative S.D shock to healthcare, there will be negative
association between healthcare and education for two years. After the two
years only a positive relationship will be witnessed.
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•

If negative S.D shock occurs on education, there will be positive relationship
between education and education up until year eight, after year eight
negative associations is seen.

4.7 Causality test
Key signs

RH Reject null hypothesis
--? Does not Granger cause

DNR Do Not Reject Ho
Rule of thumb:

Reject Ho if p value is < 0.05
Table 6: Granger Causality

Pairwise

Obs

F.statistics

P-Value

Decision

Hypothesis

Type of
Causality

Log_edu-71og_elec 31

7.45302

0.0028

RH

One-way
causal

Log_elec-71og_edu 31

0.86298

0.4336

DNR

No
causality

Log_gdp-71og-elec

31

1.63958

0.2135

DNR

No
causality

Log_elec-?log_gdp 31

0.0428

3.56476

RH

One-way
causality

Log_hlth-71og_elec 31

0.67760

0.5166

RH

No
causality

Log_elec-71og_hlth 31

2.91504

0.0721

RH

No
causality
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Log_gdp~log_edu

31

1.85544

0.1765

RH

No
causality

Log_gdp~edu

31

3.11857

0.0611

RH

No
causality

Log_hlth~ log_edu

31

6.95452

0.0038

DNR

No
causality

Log_edu~log_hlth

31

0.78593

0.4662

RH

No
causality

Log_hlth~log_gdp

31

3.29674

0.0530

RH

No
causality

Log_gdp~ log_hlth

31

1.30912

0.2873

RH

No
causality

On the above table it can be witnessed that only one way causal relationship exists
between the variables. Firstly log_edu causes elec, thus as people get education
they will want to consume electricity in order to improve their lives and also one way
causal exists in the direction of electricity causing economic growth. For the rests of
variables there is no causation between them. As electricity usage increases there
will be influx of economic activity in the country.

4.8 Conclusion
The objective of this paper is to investigate whether electricity cause economic
development, while the aim of this chapter is to test if the model is adequate or
good enough to forecast this relationship. ADF and Philips Perron test report
stationarity for all variables, which is good. Residuals and stability test shows mixed
results, thus model suffer from serial correlation while other test ubder Residuals
and stability indicate good models. Johansen Cointegration test indicate the is no
long run association between the variables, while Granger Causality reports no
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causality running from electricity to education and healthcare. Therefore the model
is good enough and meets most of classical linear regression model assumptions.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and recommendation of study

It is worth noting the aim of the study was to investigate whether electricity can
cause economic development. Government in the country is investing huge amount
in electricity infrastructure in order to solve for electricity crisis that is been
experienced since 2009, however the impact of this investment in the country is not
known. Economic development is one of the goal the country is pursuing and thus
the need to research the relationship between the two variables, many study have
been focusing on the relationship of electricity and economic growth, while the
economic development was excluded or not researched on. There is lack of
adequate empirical review in this study, since fewer studies are researched on this
topic which could influence the study internal and external validity. Economic
development is been associated with economic growth, however some economies do
realise economic growth but not economic development.
This study is critical since it will aid policy makers in making key decision and to not
associate economic growth to economic development, since is one of the fewest
topic researched on and will add to limited knowledge that exits on this topic. It was
found through analysis of data that electricity does not cause economic
development, since there is no causation between variables excerpt that electricity
has only one causal relationship with economic growth. It is also worth taking into
account economic growth can be realised but economic development might remain
stagnant while there is economic growth in the economy. Therefore in achieving
economic development policy makers should not look to electricity because
electricity cannot influence development in the country. One should strive for other
factors which are able to improve development in the country. Electricity production
it has been noted in the study that it emits pollution, which harm people's health as
stated by Meyah & Ruefael in (2009) in empirical literature reviews, thus suggesting
the reported results of electricity does not cause economic development is been
reported elsewhere.
Recommendations are that more needs to be researched on this topic, since South
Africa is energy poor country and South Africa is still developing. Policy makers
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should

look at alternative way in achieving development since electricity

infrastructure is not one of them. Due to limitation of resources there should be
disinvestment in electricity infrastructure and thus resources should be placed on
factors that can cause the country to achieve economic development.
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Appendix
a) Data from South African Reserve Bank

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

elec

edu

hlth

4302
5051
7171 .
8448
10140
12248
14774
17092
20158
24207
26648
30758
34250
37596
43104
48592
54494
61339
68802
76977
84166
96541
109879
125351
144132
164785
193002
210285
229293
252325
277146
299961
320775

1447
484
1880
637
742
2159
2565
911
1117
2967
1265
3505
1462 4117
1679
5017
1927
6562
2199
8092
2390
9977
12186
2873
4186
14678
5083
18844
6181
23304
7582
26513
9015
30532
11152 33292
13782 38330
17618 44767
19942 53328
21940 59096
24064 67390
27277 75654
29651 79945
32468 87472
35528 98795
39140 114037
42740 124116
46789 141375
51073 161625
56822 181880
62869 197827

gdp

20,2
21
20,9
20,9
23
23,1
22,2
23
24,3
24,8
22,9
21,8
21,7
22,4
22,2
23
22 9
23,9
24
22,5
24
23,5
22,7
23,2
25,1
26,3
26,6
26,6
23,9
23,9
24,7
24,8
25,2
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b) Histogram & Normality TEST
Series: Residuals
Sample 1981 2013
Observations 33

4

3

2

o~~~-r=4~~~--~~~~~--~=+~~~~~~~

-0.20

-0.15

-0.10

-0.05

0.00

0.10

0.05

0.15

0.20

c) Serial correlation
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared

8.944589
13.15112

Prob. F(2,27)
Prob. Chi-Square(2)

0.0010
0.0014

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID
Method: Least Squares
Date: 09/07/14 Time: 12:07
Sample: 1981 2013
Included observations: 33
Presample missing value lagged residuals set to zero.
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

LOG_EDU
LOG_GDP
LOG_HLTH

0.085883
-0.338591
-0.074816
1.052387
0.659023
0.002331

0.127092
0.366512
0.125398
1.093006
0.188794
0.222409

0.675756
-0.923822
-0.596630
0.962838
3.490695
0.010483

0.5049
0.3638
0.5557
0.3442
0.0017
0.9917

c
RESID(-1)
RESID(-2)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob( F-statistic)

0.398519
0.287133
0.084920
0.194708
37.86558
3.577836
0.013041

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat
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-7.84E-16
0.100579
-1.931247
-1.659155
-1.839697
1.744469

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

-7.84e-16
-0.007202
0.198150
-0.179836
0.100579
0.047309
2.184592

Jarque-Bera
Probability

0.926533
0.629225

d) Heteroscedasticity
Heteroskedasticity Test: White
F-statistic
Obs*R-squared
Scaled explained SS

1.702732
13.19548
6.035764

Prob. F(9,23)
Prob. Chi-Square(9)
Prob. Chi-Square(9)

0.1456
0.1540
0.7363

Test Equation:
Dependent Variable: RESID"2
Method: Least Squares
Date: 09/07/14 Time: 12:09
Sample: 1981 2013
Included observations: 33
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

c

-25.50708
-0.244519
0.300778
0.513002
-1.740622
-2.918100
-0.133192
17.04068
-0.270982
1.286740

8.452771
0.132984
0.401582
0.278519
1.507185
1.000136
0.430774
5.707708
0.146024
1.558542

-3.017600
-1.838701
0.748984
1.841894
-1.154883
-2.917705
-0.309192
2.985555
-1.855739
0.825605

0.0061
0.0789
0.4615
0.0784
0.2600
0.0077
0.7600
0.0066
0.0764
0.4175

LOG_EDU"2
LOG_EDU*LOG_GDP
LOG_EDU*LOG_HLTH
LOG_EDU
LOG_GDP"2
LOG_GDP*LOG_HL TH
LOG_GDP
LOG_HLTH"2
LOG_HLTH
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S. E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob{F-statistic)

0.399863
0.165027
0.009907
0.002258
111.4100
1.702732
0.145618

Mean dependent var
S.D.dependentvar
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

0.009810
0.010842
-6.146063
-5.692576
-5.993478
2.081386

e) Stability Diagnostic
Chow test

Chow Breakpoint Test: 2008
Null Hypothesis: No breaks at specified breakpoints
Varying regressors: All equation variables
Equation Sample: 1981 2013
F-statistic
Log likelihood ratio
Wald Statistic

3.590662
14.98007
14.36265

Prob. F{4,25)
Prob. Chi-Square(4)
Prob. Chi-Square(4)
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0.0191
0.0047
0.0062

f) Johansen Cointegration
Date: 09/07/14 Time: 12:15
Sample (adjusted): 1983 2013
Included observations: 31 after adjustments
Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend
Series: LOG_ELEC LOG_EDU LOG_GDP LOG_HLTH
Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to 1
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
No. ofCE(s)

Eigenvalue

Trace
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.**

None*
At most 1 *
At most 2 *
At most 3 *

0.560894
0.443403
0.395300
0.363949

73.29723
47.78379
29.62045
14.02677

47.85613
29.79707
15.49471
3.841466

0.0000
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002

Trace test indicates 4 cointegratingeqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Max-Eigen
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.**

None
At most 1
At most 2 *
At most 3 *

0.560894
0.443403
0.395300
0.363949

25.51344
18.16334
15.59368
14.02677

27.58434
21.13162
14.26460
3.841466

0.0899
0.1239
0.0306
0.0002

Max-eigenvalue test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
Unrestricted Cointegrating Coefficients (normalized by b'*S11*b=l}:
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g) Granger Causality

Pairwise Granger Causality Tests
Date: 09/07/14 Time: 12:17
Sample: 1981 2013
Lags:2
Null Hypothesis:

Obs

F-Statistic

Pro b.

LOG_EDU does not Granger Cause LOG_ELEC
LOG_ELEC does not Granger Cause LOG_EDU

31

7.45302
0.86298

0.0028
0.4336

LOG_GDP does not Granger Cause LOG_ELEC
LOG_ELEC does not Granger Cause LOG_GDP

31

1.63958
3.56476

0.2135
0.0428

LOG_HL TH does not Granger Cause LOG_ELEC
LOG_ELEC does not Granger Cause LOG_HL TH

31

0.67760
2.91504

0.5166
0.0721

LOG_GDP does not Granger Cause LOG_EDU
LOG_EDU does not Granger Cause LOG_GDP

31

1.85544
3.11857

0.1765
0.0611

LOG_HL TH does not Granger Cause LOG_EDU
LOG_EDU does not Granger Cause LOG_HL TH

31

6.95452
0.78593

0.0038
0.4662

LOG_HL TH does not Granger Cause LOG_GDP
LOG_GDP does not Granger Cause LOG_HL TH

31

3.29674
1.30912

0.0530
0.2873
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